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This instruction manual is part of the device. Read and
follow the instructions carefully to avoid possible damage and accidents. Keep this manual in a safe place and give it to anyone who
operates the appliance.

Notes

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USE,
KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

Maintenance

PLEASE NOTICE!
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If you follow these notes and instructions carefully, your Braumeister will
work to your complete satisfaction and have a long service life.
Declaration of Conformity
Speidel Tank- und Behälterbau GmbH confirms that the products
“Braumeister 200 litres”, “Braumeister 500 litres” and “Braumeister
1,000 litres” (mentioned in this instruction manual) comply with the
regulations of the relevant European Directives.
Manufacturer
Speidel Tank- und Behälterbau GmbH
Krummenstraße 2, 72131 Ofterdingen, Deutschland
Telephone +49(0)7473 9462-0, Fax +49(0)7474 9462-99
www.speidels-braumeister.de, www.speidel-behaelter.de
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Additional information
Instruction manual as of May 2021

Safety

We have written this instruction manual to ensure reliable and safe
commissioning and operation of the Braumeister right from the start.

Preparation

You have purchased a new device from our company. We thank you for
your trust. Quality and functionality are the main focus of our products.
Please read the instruction manual completely before the first use and
make it available to every user of the Braumeister.

Control unit

Dear customer,

Brewing

1. General information
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Item no. 46500-20: Braumeister 500 litres

Braumeister 200 litres
during the brewing
process

2. Technical data
2.1 Functions and application areas

Technical data

The Braumeister is designed and produced for brewing big quantities of
beer. Before each brewing process, the Braumeister must be checked to
ensure that it is in a safe and proper condition.
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General information
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Safety

2.2 Components and scope of supply BM 200 litres

Lifting gallows

Malt pipe

Lid

Malt pipe seal

Hold-down bar

Brewing vessel

Screen plates (2 pieces)

Cable winch

Valve

Tie rod /
filling level indicator

Control unit

Adjustable feet

Brewing

Lifting device

Preparation

The components and the scope of supply are shown in the following figure.

Electrical power unit incl.
connection

Notes

Heating coil
Temperature, time
and pump power

Maintenance

Rollers for transport

Appendix

Pump

Braumeister 200 litres during the brewing process during lautering

2.3 Components and scope of supply BM 500 litres

Braumeister 500 litres
during the brewing
process

Malt pipe

Crane

Malt pipe seal

Lid

Brewing vessel

Hold-down bar

Tie rod /
filling level indicator

Safety

Lifting device

Technical data

The components and the scope of supply are shown in the following figure.
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Electrical power unit incl.
connection

Heating coil

Tilting device
Control unit

Valve

Preparation

Screen plates (2 pieces)

Pump

Brewing

Rollers steerable
and lockable

Appendix

Maintenance

Notes

Temperature, time and
pump power

Braumeister 500 litres during the brewing process during lautering

2.4 Components and scope of supply BM 1,000 litres

Braumeister 1,000 litres
during the brewing
process

Malt pipe

Crane

Malt pipe seal

Lid

Brewing vessel

Hold-down bar

Tie rod /
filling level indicator

Safety

Lifting device

Technical data

The components and the scope of supply are shown in the following figure.
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Electrical power unit incl.
connection

Heating coil

Tilting device
Control unit

Valve

Preparation

Screen plates (2 pieces)

Pump

Brewing

Rollers steerable
and lockable

Appendix

Maintenance

Notes

Temperature, time and
pump power

Braumeister 1,000 litres during the brewing process during lautering

The lid helps with heating to reach the temperatures faster. The
ventilation holes prevent pressure build-up in the boiler and allow air to
circulate easily. Water condenses on the underside of the lid at higher
temperatures. When lifting the lid, make sure that the edge of the lid is
held over the opening in the boiler so that the condensation water that
runs off (when held at an angle) runs back again.
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Drain tap
The drain tap simplifies cleaning and draining of the trub after filling. The
drain is located at the lowest point and in the cleaning position (see page
74) the Braumeister can be completely drained.

You can access the pump control menu by pressing the P symbol at the
top of the menu bar (see next page).
The pressure of 0.2 bar or 0.15 bar must not be significantly exceeded
to avoid overpressure in the malt pipe. The pump capacity is limited to
approx. 0.25 bar for the 200l or 0.2 bar for the 500/ 1,000l.

General information
Technical data
Safety
Preparation

Container lid

In the brewing process and in manual operation, the pump switches off
automatically for protection at 90°C and does not switch on again until
88°C. The speed and thus the performance of the pump can be regulated
via touch control on the display or via the pressure in the line, which is
precisely measured by a pressure sensor. The speed and thus the output
of the pump can be regulated via touch control on the display or via the
pressure in the line, which is precisely measured with a pressure sensor.
Optimum circulation pressure for brewing is just under 0.15-0.2 or
0.1-0.15 bar for the Braumeister 500/ 1,000l (readable on the pressure
gauge or on the control at the top of the display). The circulation can also
be controlled by speed or a set pressure. When using the former variant,
one must pay attention to the pressure during the process itself.

Control unit

3

The circulation pump can also be switched on and off in manual operation. It is important that the pump is vented after filling the liquid in
manual operation so that it has full capacity and that it does not run dry
and possibly become damaged. This is done by switching the pump on
and off several times with the water filled in (until no more air bubbles
escape). In automatic mode, this is done automatically.

Brewing

The lifting device consists of the lifting device, the rope cable winch, the
rope and the cross with suspension hook. Check these parts for damage
or proper condition before each brewing process. For further information
and safety instructions, please refer to the enclosed manual for this cable
winch. The handle of the cable winch can be folded when not in use to save
space. The rope must also be checked for damage and monitored for signs
of brittleness or aging (see also Chapter 9 Maintenance and servicing).
When the malt pipe has been lifted out, this device can only be swiveled in
one direction and lowered there. In the swiveled state with the malt pipe, it
should be drained and unloaded as quickly as possible.

Circulation pump

Notes

Lifting device

8

Maintenance

2.3 Information on special components
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Overview of the start screen. You find the pump speed under the tab marked P.

The pump speed control screen.

Filling quantity via solenoid valve
(Accessories: not included in the scope of delivery).
Thanks to the solenoid valve, the desired filling quantity can be precisely
determined during the brewing process. The solenoid valve then allows
as much water to pass through until the previously determined value is
reached. The fill level is measured via the same pressure sensor that is
already used to measure the pump pressure.

The pump pressure control screen.
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Information pertaining to the piping layout and the position of the valves
By default, the Braumeister uses 3 feed-through and drain valves on the
bottom as well as one valve on the vessel itself. Valves at the bottom must
be positioned differently depending on the application and the section of
the brewing process. The valve on top of the vessel is used to remove the
wort; at the same time it serves as inlet for the whirlpool application. The
following description of the brewing process describes the relevant valve
positions again and in more detail.
Information about the cooling jacket and water quality

The screen for filling water.

In order to optimise the cooling effect, relatively cold water must be used
as cooling medium. The greater the temperature difference between the
cooling water and the temperature of the wort, the faster the cooling
process is ensured. The so-called “whirlpool effect” causes the wort to flow
in a circular current. This also accelerates the cooling effect (see chapter
“Cooling”). From Braumeister 500 l we recommend the pre cooling from
100°C down to approx. 60°C bei the cooling jacket in the Braumeister and
the cooling down to fermentation temperature by an adequate plate chiller.
In order to prevent corrosive damage, clogging or contamination inside
the double- walled shell, only clean water/cooling medium must be used
that does not contain iron particles. Therefore, do not use pipes/fittings or
similar equipment made of steel as supply lines to the double-walled shell.
Prior to starting the operation, a water analysis may be required. You may
install screens and filters in order to prevent dirt and iron particles to enter
the system.

Determination of the desired water level.
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2.6 Dimensions, power and energy consumption

BRAUMEISTER 500 LITRES

th

ng

Length

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS
Height
cm

Length
cm

Width
cm

Capacity
l

Height
cm

Length
cm

Width
cm

200

208

136

90

500

277

253

130
Notes

Capacity
l

POWER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

POWER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Weight

Weight

Heating coil
Pump
Power connection
Min. fuse protection
Total connection
Cooling system
Contents
Amount of malt
Max. fill level:
Min. fill level:

150 kg including internal fittings and lifting
equipment
Heating capacity 3 x 3,000 Watt
370 Watt – with speed control
400 V ~
16 Amp
10 kW
Double jacket surface area 1.2 m2
Brewing quantity approx. 200 l finnished beer
(regular beer) = approx. 210 l beer wort
max. amount of malt 42 kg
upper marking on tie rod = 230 l
lower marking on tie rod = 170 l

Heating coil
Pump
Power connection
Min. fuse protection
Total connection
Cooling system
Contents
Amount of malt
Max. fill level:
Min. fill level:

Brewing

Braumeister 500 litres

380 kg including internal fittings and lifting
equipment
Heating capacity 6 x 3,000 Watt
370 Watt – with speed control
400 V ~
32 Amp
20 kW
Double jacket surface area 1.8m2 plus cooling
spiral (included in delivery)
Brewing quantity approx. 500 l finnished beer
(regular beer) = approx. 550 l beer wort
max. amount of malt 120 kg
upper marking on tie rod = 575 l
lower marking on tie rod = 425 l

Maintenance

Braumeister 200 litres

Control unit

Width

Appendix

Le

Width

Preparation

Safety

Height

Height

Technical data

BRAUMEISTER 200 LITRES
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General information
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Braumeister 1,000 litres

DIMENSIONS
Capacity
l

Height
cm

Length
cm

Width
cm

1,000

345

305

180

POWER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Weight
Heating coil
Pump
Power connection
Min. fuse protection
Total connection
Cooling system
Contents
Amount of malt
Max. fill level:
Min. fill level:

850 kg including internal fittings and lifting
equipment
Heating capacity 12 x 3,000 Watt
370 Watt – with speed control
400 V ~
63 Amp in Star, Delta connection not
possible
38 kW
Double jacket surface area 2.56 m2
Brewing quantity approx. 1,000 l finnished
beer (regular beer) = approx. 210 l beer wort
max. amount of malt 225 kg
upper marking on tie rod = 1.300 l
lower marking on tie rod = 850 l

Information on where to dispose of the equipment can be obtained from
your local or municipal authorities.

General information
Technical data
Safety
Preparation

Length

Control unit

Length

Length

Protect our environment, electrical appliances do not belong in household waste. Use the collection points designated for the disposal of
electrical appliances and hand in your electrical appliances that you no
longer use. By doing so, you will help to avoid the potential impact of
incorrect disposal on the environment and human health. You will also be
contributing to the reuse, recycling and other forms of recovery of waste
electrical and electronic equipment.

Brewing

Height

Height

Height

Should it be necessary to dispose your Braumeister 200, 500 or 1,000
liters, please observe the following note:

Notes

2.7 Disposal

Maintenance

BRAUMEISTER 1,000 LITRES
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Ensure that you lay the mains cable such that it does not come into contact with sharp objects. The cable must be fully unwound.

When performing cleaning activities on the Braumeister always ensure
that the plug is disconnected (disconnection from mains). . The terminals
may still be live after the equipment has been shut down. Wait at least
3 minutes. Do not spray the device down or allow spray to come into
contact with electric components. Danger of electric shock!

The Braumeister must only be used as intended. It must only be operated
in a safe, fault-free condition. Ensure to check the proper condition prior
to each use.

Important: It is imperative that you lock the plug connections at the
rear of the device (pump and heater) during the operation of the device.
Operating the device without securing plug and socket devices can lead
to overheating. Fire hazard!

Children, pets and frail persons:
For the safety of your children, keep packaging parts (cartons, polystyrene
etc.) out of children’s reach. Keep foils out of children’s reach.
Asphyxiation risk!

Please use the thermal sleeve available as an accessory for insulation.
When using your own insulation ensure that the electronics and the lower part of the Braumeister are sufficiently ventilated, as a heat build-up
and damage to the control may otherwise occur.

This device is not meant to be handled by persons (including children)
with limited physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and/or know-how, unless they are being supervised by a person
responsible for their safety or the person has received instructions on
how to use the device safely.

The pump must be vented prior to each use to prevent dry running. Venting takes place routinely in automatic operation. In the manual operation, the pump must be switched on and off several times until no more
air bubbles escape.

Children and pets must be supervised to ensure that they are kept away
from the device and do not play with the device.

In order to prevent any danger that may be caused by outdated components, compliance with the maintenance and inspection instructions is
mandatory.

General information
Technical data
Safety

The Braumeister always operate via a residual current circuit breaker
with a tripping current of max. 100 mA type B (AC-DC sensitive). A technical defect carries the inherent risk of electrical shock!

Preparation

Always disconnect the plug from the socket (pull the plug, not the cable)
if you no longer wish to use the device, for cleaning or in the event of a
fault. Only properly a trained electrician shall be permitted to perform
maintenance and repair work. The terminals may still be live after the
equipment has been shut down. Wait at least 3 minutes. Risk of electric
shock!

Control unit

The device and mains cable must be inspected regularly for any signs of
damage. In the event of signs of damage, do not use the device!

When lifting the lid, ensure that the condensation on the underside of the
lid flows back into the container. For this, hold the lid over the container
at an angle. Risk of scalding!

Brewing

The Braumeister consists nearly completely of stainless steel (electrically conductive). The equipment is categorised as protection class 1 (protective earthing). In operation the connection of a protective conductor
is imperative.

The temperature of the container, lid, and add-on parts can become extremely high. Towards the end of the brewing process, the boiler contains
boiling beer wort. Observe the installation instructions. Never attempt to
move the Braumeister while it is hot. Always use pot holders or gloves
when working on and with the Braumeister. Risk of burning!

Notes

3.1 General safety notes

3.2 Special safety instructions

Maintenance

3. Safety instructions
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4.3 Storage and transport
The Braumeister must be stored in a dry place. Avoid contact with ferrous or rusty objects.
Only transport the Braumeister when empty. The unit must be disconnected from the power supply before transportation and must never be
moved while it is in operation. Risk of scalding!

General information
Safety
Preparation
Control unit

The Braumeister must be set up on a stable, stable and horizontal base
before use or before the brewing process. Please note that the Braumeister can weigh up to 420 kg or 1,000 kg or 2,200 kg when filled with
boiling hot beer wort. The recirculation during the brewing process
requires horizontal installation. Avoid a shaky and uneven base. Do not
move the Braumeister during the brewing process. Keep children and
infirm persons away from the device in use at all costs. Danger of burns!
Likewise, direct sunlight (embrittlement of the lifting cable on the Braumeister 200 l) and extreme temperatures must be avoided.

The Braumeister must be cleaned thoroughly with lukewarm water
before first use. Also observe the safe setup of the Braumeister. Make
sure that the Braumeister is in proper condition. Also observe the safety
instructions. Otherwise, the Braumeister is designed to be put into operation immediately. Also make sure that the pump has the pump running
direction indicated on the housing. An incorrect running direction may be
caused by reversed wiring of the power source.

Brewing

4.2 Setup

4.5 Before first use

Notes

The Braumeister must be cleaned thoroughly with lukewarm water
before first use (chapter “Cleaning 8.1”). Please also observe the safe
setup of the Braumeister below. Ensure that the Braumeister is in proper
condition. To do this, check the components listed in chapter “2. Technical
Data” for any damage. Also observe the safety instructions in chapter “3.
Safety”. Otherwise the Braumeister is designed for immediate use.

A modification of the Braumeister is expressly not permitted, except by
adding accessories tested by the manufacturer. Unauthorised modifications to the unit can lead to serious safety risks and safe use cannot
continue to be guaranteed. If improper changes are made to the unit, the
warranty will become void. See also Appendix “C Warranty Conditions,
Warranty Processing”.

Maintenance

4.1 Safety instructions

4.4 Modification

Appendix

4. Preparation

29

Technical data
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5.1 Setup

When you start up your Braumeister for the first time, you are automatically guided through the set-up process. Here you can also connect to My
Speidel right at the start.

The Braumeister is controlled via the touch display, which is mounted
on the bottom of the Braumeister’s base. The following functions can be
found on the start display:

To make subsequent changes to the settings from the setup process,
please follow these steps:

Notes

Brewing

Control unit

Preparation

You can call up the Navigation via the menu display. Tap the Settings
section with your finger.

General information

5.2 Starting point

Technical data

5. Control unit

31

Safety

30

Menu / Status

Brewing of a recipe

Time, temperature, recipe
and instructions

Edit recipes

Maintenance

Start display

Appendix

Manual operation
Time
Settings
On / Off Pump (P) / Heating (H),
Temperature
Wi-Fi

Navigation

To change settings, simply select the desired area with your finger. You
can then make the desired change in the new window.

Control unit

Preparation

Safety

Technical data

In the Settings section you will find options for setting language, Wi-Fi,
metrics, sound, etc.

33

General information

32

Maintenance
Appendix

Settings

Notes

Brewing

Language settings

Recipes can also be developed, saved and exchanged via the customer
portal www.myspeidel.com. Above all, it is possible to manage the
Braumeister (or other devices) and monitor the brewing process online.

General information
Preparation
Control unit
Brewing

To change a recipe, select the relevant recipe with your finger and then
press Edit. You can thean scroll with your finger to navigate through the
recipes. Simply use your finger to select items you want to adjust. You
can then make changes using the appearing keyboard. When you’ve
made all your changes, click Back. A window appears where you can
save your changes.

In the Settings section you will find options for setting language, Wi-Fi,
metrics, sound, etc.

In all operating modes (automatic / brewing start, recipes and manual
operation) you can return to the start menu by Cancel or pressing Back
several times.

Notes

Recipe synchronization with MySpeidel can be controlled via the settings.
We recommend the Auto-Sync setting, so that all recipes are always
synchronized from MySpeidel to the device. It is important that the
correct Braumeister size is also selected in the recipe on MySpeidel. Only
those recipes that fit the Braumeister size will be synchronized. You can
copy the first recipes from the global recipe database to your account
and edit them if you do not yet have your own recipe.

Maintenance

In My Recipes, your recipes can be saved, created on the machine or
synchronised via My Speidel.

If the letter is yellow, the pump or heater is activated. If the symbol is
only half yellow, the pump is activated but not on because the liquid is,
for example, still too hot. You set the setpoint temperature using the
temperature controller.

Appendix

Press Brew, select a recipe and start the brewing process with Select.
Then follow the instructions on the display. For a detailed description,
see chapter “6. Brewing”.

In manual mode, the pump and the heating can be switched on or off.
The P and the H in the menu bar show whether the pump or the heating
is on.

Technical data

5.3 Functions

35

Safety
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Before you start brewing beer, it is best to get an overview of the
individual steps that ultimately lead to the finished beverage. To ensure
that you don’t miss any steps and to get an overview of your brewing
processes afterwards, it is advisable to keep a brewing log (this can be
done handwritten on paper, but also digitally via My Speidel).

Technical data

First, these phases are described in general terms, so that the brewing
process applies to all beer types and recipes. A concrete brewing
example for the first time brewer and a special recipe with the exact
quantities, brewing times and temperature levels are given in the
following chapter.

Obtain the necessary brewing ingredients (hops, malt and yeast) in
advance. It is important that the malt is fresh. After grinding (breaking
up the grains – not too fine, see “The right grinding pattern” on page
39), the malt should be used as quickly as possible. The quantities vary
somewhat depending on the recipe, with the malt quantity ranging from
38-42 / 90-120 / 180-225 kg and the hop quantity from 200-400 / 500900 / 1,000-2,000 g. The hops are mostly offered in pressed form as
pellets. For fermenting, dry yeast is recommended at first because it is
easy to store and has a longer shelf life, but later special liquid yeasts
are also recommended. These ingredients can be obtained from home
brewer stores or via the internet.

Control unit

The beer production with the Braumeister can be carried out in
different phases, with each phase being explained separately here.

Safety

Getting the ingredients
6.1 Introduction

Preparation

6.2 Preparations

Brewing

One more piece of advice: When trying to brew for the first time, you
should take a day and possibly brew with a second person, as it is simply
more fun that way and you can use a little help. Please always remember
that brewing beer requires some experience and you get better from
brewing process to brewing process. So don’t be disappointed if the first
beer doesn’t quite meet your expectations.
Example: Barley

Example: Water

Example: Dry yeast

Appendix

Maintenance

Example: Hop pallets

Notes

6. Brewing

37
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Technical data

Clearance of 1.2 mm; clearly too
finely grinded.

Softening of the brewing water
If necessary, the brewing water can be softened. For this purpose, the
water (cold tap water) is boiled for 30 minutes in the Braumeister, then
cooled down and stored temporarily in the fermentation tank until the
brewing process is complete.The separated lime has settled on the
bottom of the container and is disposed of. The Braumeister is designed
for brewing approx. 200 l / 500 l / 1,000 l of finished beer (normal beer).
For this purpose, 250-300 l / 600-650 l / 1,200-1,400 l of brewing water
are required. For the beginner respectively for the first brewing attempts,
normal (hygienically perfect, colourless and odourless) cold tap water
can also be used to keep the effort at the beginning a little bit within
limits. Basically the brewing water should have a hardness of less than
14 °dH.

Ideally with a clearance of 1.6 mm;
suitably grinded. If whole grains
do not break when pressed on,
the grain has been too coarsely
grinded.

Brewing

Control unit

Preparation

Clearance of 1.4 mm; not yet
completely optimal.

Notes

Hygiene is the top priority when brewing beer. Especially in cold areas
(during cooling, filling and fermentation) the beer or beer wort is exposed
to the risk of infection. This can cause the beer to spoil and ruin all the
work. You should therefore pay particular attention to absolutely clean
vessels (fermentation barrel, bottles) and working materials (spoons,
taps, seals). The use of special disinfectants is particularly suitable for
disinfecting these vessels and objects. These are available in specialist
winery shops and in home brewery stores. These are also suitable
for filling into the airlock, for disinfecting the fermentation container
and the other equipment. The disinfection of bottles and / or maturing
kegs is carried out in the same way as for the fermentation tank. This
guarantees that the fermented beer is filled into absolutely clean bottles
or maturing kegs. For the maturing vessels, this should be done a few
days before the end of fermentation so that the filling process can take
place quickly and without rushing.

Safety

Hygiene

Maintenance

Before brewing, the Braumeister is rinsed out with warm water and the
pump is flushed by switching it on. The other equipment such as the beer
spindle, cooking spoon and fermentation tank are ready and have also
been cleaned. See also the instructions in Chapter “8.1 Cleaning”.

The right grinding pattern

Appendix

Cleaning the equipment

39

General information
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General information
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6.3 Programming / starting the brewing automation

Control unit

Preparation

Safety

Technical data

Plug in the Braumeister. The control unit is in its basic state.

Start display

Notes
Maintenance

Edit a recipe

Appendix

Three standard recipes are available at the beginning. To change a recipe, select the recipe with your finger and then press Edit. You can then
use your finger to scroll. Simply use your finger to select items you want
to customize. Afterwards make changes using the appearing keyboard.
When you’ve made all your changes click Save.

Brewing

To program a recipe and its time and temperature values, press
My Recipes.Then select the recipe you want to edit from the menu. New
recipes can be created or deleted. Furthermore, you can also manage
and synchronize your recipes via www.myspeidel.com.

The tap position for the heating phase
can be found in the adjacent graphic.
Confirm with Selection that you have
filled in water. This switches on the pump
and the heating. The pump switches on
and off several times for deaeration.
Confirm with Next that you have filled in
water. This switches on the pump and the
heating. The pump switches on and off
several times for deaeration. The pump
and heater are switched on until the programmed mashing temperature
is reached. The (P)ump and (H)eating symbols illuminate in yellow
colour The target and actual temperatures are shown on the display.
The upper status display indicates for instance Automatic3. This means
that the brew automatic mode with recipe 3 was started. Subsequent, a
message appears indicating the current program phase. When reaching
the mashing-in temperature, a signal will be sounded. Now, follow the
instructions on the brew control. The malt pipe can now be inserted into
the vessel, with the seal facing downwards. Ensure that the pipe is clean,
centred and flush on the base. Now, build the first screen floor (sleeve
facing up) into the malt pipe. Subsequently, pour the entire amount of

However, the setting should be based on the pressure in the pump, as
this is also variable depending on the amount of malt, grist, and recipe.
The speed and thus the output of the pump can be controlled via touch
control on the display or via the pressure in the line, which is measured
with a pressure sensor. The circulation can also be controlled by speed
or a set pressure.
When you have filled in the malt, confirm with Next. To be on the
safe side, you will be prompted again to confirm that you have filled
in the malt. Press Next to start the actual brewing process with the
Braumeister. The pump and heater switch on. The wort rises in the
pipe and overflows. The cycle is created and the malt is washed out by
pumping over the next phases.

General information
Technical data
Safety
Preparation

First, 230 l / 575 l / 1.200 l brewing water is filled into the boiler. The malt
pipe is not yet installed. The markings on the drawbar indicate the fill
level (BM 200 l: 170 l: 200 l, 230 l), (BM 500 l: 425 l, 500 l, 575 l), (BM 1,000 l:
700 l, 850 l, 1,000 l, 1,150 l, 1,300 l).

Control unit

6.4.1 Information on mashing

After the malt has been poured in,
set the tap position according to the
adjacent sketch (fully open). Caution:
The pressure in the malt pipe/pressure
line must not rise significantly above
0.2 bar for the Braumeister 200 l
or 0.15 bar for the Braumeister
500 l/1,000 l to avoid solidification
of the malt resulting in reduced
circulation or possible damage to the
screen plates.

Brewing

The process of mashing

Notes

The mixing of malt grist and water
is called mashing. The aim of the
entire mashing process is to extract
the malt starch stored in the malt
and convert it into sugar with the
help of enzymes in the malt. The
different enzymes are effective at
different temperatures, which is
why the different temperature stages
are then passed through.

coarsely crushed malt into the malt pipe.Use a wooden spoon to stir
in the malt. Ensure that the malt is carefully added to the malt pipe so
that nothing falls into the vessel, as this could block the pump. Place
the filter cloth on top of it, followed by the (sleeve facing up). With the
BM 500 l/ 1,000 l, the spacer sleeve is added for malt quantities up to
100 kg/ 200 kg so that the screen is pressed further down and the malt
is immersed further. Now the first wing nut is screwed onto the thread
of the tie rod and thus the screen plate is pressed down. Then the holddown bar is placed on top and the second wing nut is used to press the
malt pipe downwards to seal the malt pipe.

Maintenance

6.4 Mashing
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Inquiry whether malt has been poured in

Pour in malt (measurements refer to a 20 litres Braumeister)

Appendix

Maintenance

Notes

Brewing

Control unit

Mashing process

Preparation

Safety

Technical data

General information
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Inserting the screen plate

General information
Safety

Stir the malt well with a wooden
spoon and let it swell for a few
minutes.

Notes

Brewing

Insert the screen plate up to the lower
edge with the sleeve facing upwards.

Preparation

Stir in the malt

Control unit

Insert the malt pipe with the seal
facing downwards. The seal and malt
pipe must be centred and absolutely
flat on the boiler bottom.

Please fill in the malt carefully and
make sure you do not spill anything.
Otherwise the pump could clog.
Experience has shown that it is better
to pour in the entire amount and then
gently stir in.

Insert fine sieve
Place the upper fine sieve on the malt.

Maintenance

Insert malt pipe

Fill in malt

Appendix

6.4.2 Mashing explained step by step
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Technical data
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Put on the hold-down bar

Insert the second screen plate up to
the lower edge with the sleeve facing
upwards.

Please place the hold-down bar in the
appropriate position.

Fasten screen plate
Fasten hold-down bar

Maintenance

Notes

Brewing

Control unit

Fasten hold-down bar with wing nut.

Appendix

Fasten second screen plate with wing
nut.

Preparation

Safety

Technical data

Inserting the screen plate
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General information
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During the second phase, the maltose branch, the starch molecules are
converted into fermentable sugars with the help of other enzymes found in
the malt. This phase is an important stage in the brewing process for the
formation of alcohol, because this is where the largest quantities of sugar
are produced. Prolonging the resting period means that more sugar is
produced in the wort, resulting in a drier beer. Shortening the time means
that the beer becomes more full-bodied due to more dextrins.

Control unit

Click on Overview to get an overview of the current status of the brewing
process.

Maintenance

Notes

Brewing

The Help button provides you with assistance in various areas of the
brewing process. Like mashing, for example.

Edit resting phases

Appendix

With Cancel the brewing process can be interrupted. Afterwards, a query
appears asking whether the automatic system should continue or whether a complete abort is desired.

The temperature is approx. 63 °C and is maintained for a period of approx. 35 minutes. As in the first phase, the controller shows the relevant
data on the display. The entire further process (phase 2 to phase 5) is controlled fully automatically by the control system. During the entire mashing
process, the pump is switched off briefly every 10 minutes (pump pause)
to move the malt to a new position and thus achieve a better yield. The lid
of the Braumeister is on for energy saving.

General information

During the protein rest, the large protein molecules of the malt are split
into small building blocks. The protein rest is important for the clarification and palatefulness, but especially for the foam stability and the
carbonic acid binding capacity of the beer. The temperature is approx.
52 ° C and is maintained for 5-20 minutes depending on the programmed
recipe. For better foam stability, this phase is omitted in some recipes.
The display now shows the rest, set and actual temperature and the set
and actual time. Time counting starts when the target temperature is
reached. The other phases are processed fully automatically. The display
also shows the corresponding times and temperatures.

Technical data

Maltose branch

Safety

Protein rest
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Preparation
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Remove the wing screw together with the hold-down bar and the second
wing screw above the screen plate. Then carefully and slowly pull the
malt pipe out of the kettle with the aid of the gallow, the cable winch or
the lifting cross until the malt pipe hangs completely out of the wort and
the residual wort drips back through the spent grains into the kettle. By
subsequently washing out the spent malt with sparge water, the last remaining extract can be removed. This process is called „Anschwänzen“.
With sparge water of 10-20 %, a lot more sugar can be extracted from the
spent grains. The original gravity of the dripping wort is approximately
the same as that of the wort in the kettle. The so-called „Anschwänzen“
is done by pouring water at 78 °C (max. 78 °C! - no boiling water) into the
top of the malt pipe.
After 15-20 minutes of lautering, remove the malt pipe completely by
swiveling the gallow forward and lowering the malt pipe down into a
collecting container or similar using a cable winch. For safety reasons, it
is always advisable to work with heat-resistant gloves here, as all parts
now exhibit high temperatures. After removing the malt pipe, acknowledge this again with Next.
To start hop boiling, press Next again and then Start now. The pump and
heater switch on again and the automatic process continues.

General information
Technical data

Lautering is the separation of the malt grist from the beer wort.
Compared to many other home brewing methods, lautering with the
Braumeister is a relatively simple, quick and clean process and represents a central concept of the Braumeister.

Safety

In the last phase, residual starches saccharify and thus form even more
non-fermentable extracts, which make the beer a little more full-bodied.
The wort is heated up to 78 °C with constant pumping and kept there for
10 minutes. An iodine sample can be used to determine whether residual
starch is still present in the wort. To do this, drip some wort onto a white
plate and add some iodine. If the sample discolours brown-red or yellow,
saccharification is sufficient. If not, the last temperature stage must be
kept longer.

Preparation

6.5.1 Information about lautering
Saccharification rest 2

Control unit

Once the programmed brewing phases have been completed, a signal
tone sounds again. This is also acknowledged with Continue. The pump
switches off and you are prompted to purge (“remove malt pipe”).

Brewing

In the third mash phase, further starch components are broken down
with the aid of enzymes active at this temperature level and liquefied in
the wort. The temperature stage is about 73 °C and is also maintained
for about 35 minutes.

Notes

6.5 Lautering

Maintenance

Saccharification rest 1
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Now that the lautering process has been completed, the wort content
should be checked. This is important to bring the wort to the desired original gravity in order to be able to adjust the subsequent alcohol content
of the beer.

Notes

Brewing

Control unit

End of resting

Preparation

Safety

Technical data

Remove a filling into a measuring cylinder (accessory) and determine the
level of the wort at the time of removal.
For this purpose, take the three upper level rings located on the drawbar as an aid, which indicate 170 / 200 / 230 l bzw. 425 / 500 / 575 l bzw.
700 / 850 / 1,000 / 1,150 / 1,300 l. You estimate a liquid level in between
accordingly. To measure the original gravity with a beer spindle (accessory), the tracted wort must be cooled to 20 °C to obtain an accurate
measurement. Cooling in the refrigerator or similar is suitable for this
purpose. However, since original gravity is related to a certain liquid level, you do not need to wait until you are ready to take the measurement.
Simply proceed to the next phase of hop boiling.
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General information
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The process of lautering
Maintenance

For information on cooling and filling, see pages 61 to 63.

Appendix

Start of hop boiling

Hook all four hooks of the lifting cross
onto the malt pipe.

Technical data

First remove the wing screw and then
the hold-down bar.

Hook the lifting cross onto the malt
pipe

Safety

6.5.1 Lautering explained step by step

Remove hold-down bar
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General information
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Using the gallow, the cable winch and
the lifting cross, carefully and slowly
pull the malt pipe out of the kettle
until the malt pipe hangs completely
out of the wort.

Brewing

Remove the second wing screw above
the screen plate.

Notes

Lift out malt pipe

Maintenance

Remove second wing screw

Appendix

		

Control unit

Preparation

		

As already mentioned in the description of the previous phase, the
original wort can be adjusted here
Boiling wort
by means of evaporating water or
by adding water. During boiling for 80-90 minutes the hops are added,
which gives the beer the necessary bitterness and wort. The amount
of hops added can vary depending on the recipe and your taste. When
the original gravity of the wort taken at the end of the previous phase is
measured, it is adjusted with the liquid level. If the original extract corresponds to the set value, the level is to be kept at the same level until the
end by adding boiling water. If the original gravity is too high, the wort is
diluted by pouring more boiling water and the liquid level is increased
accordingly. Care must be taken to ensure that the evaporating water
is also replaced. On the other hand, if the original extract is too low, the
liquid level is lowered (by evaporating the water), which leads to a higher
sugar concentration in the wort and thus also to a higher alcohol content
in the beer. The boiling phase must be carried out with the brewing kettle
open. On the one hand, this prevents the wort from boiling over and is
especially necessary for hop boiling, so that unwanted aromatic substances can evaporate from the hops, which would leave a negative taste
in the beer.

General information
Technical data
Safety
Preparation

The type and quantity of hops and the number of hop add-ons vary
according to the recipe and type of beer. Six hop add-ons can be programmed. The addition of hops can be in the form of pellets or dried hop
cones. The amount of bitter substances in beers is given in bitter units
(BE) and is 10-20 BE for wheat beers and 25-45 BE for pilsner beers. The
amount of bitter substances of the hops is given in % alpha acid, which
can be between 2-15 %. With the following formula the amount of hops
can be calculated: (see “Formula for the hop quantity” on page 60).

Brewing

In this phase the beer wort is
boiled. On the one hand, coagulable
prote- ins are excreted and on the
other hand the wort is sterilized.
This means that all microorganisms
that could otherwise spoil the beer
during fermentation are destroyed.

Notes

Note: The cooking time starts counting automatically when there is no
temperature increase for a certain time. This happens regardless of the
programmed cooking temperature, because it varies depending on the
altitude. The higher, the lower the cooking temperature.

Depending on the type of hops and bitter content, add the first hops to
the boiling wort 10 to 15 minutes after the start of boiling. The hops remain in the wort until the end of the boiling time because its substances
only take effect after a longer boiling time and release the intended hop
bitterness into the beer. This also dissolves the resins and oils contained in the hops, which finally complete the wort together with the malt
aroma. A further addition of hops can then be made approx. 10 minutes
before boiling, which only contributes to the aroma. A further elimination
of bitter substances in the remaining time is no longer possible.

Maintenance

As described in the previous section, the automatic system is continued
and hop cooking is started. The display shows the time and temperature
of the phase again. The cooking time automatically starts to count down
after a certain waiting time without any further temperature increase.
With Edit the setpoint temperature and setpoint time can still be corrected or changed during automatic operation.

The hopping of beer was originally also used to improve the preservation
and conservation of beer.

Appendix

6.6 Hop boiling
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Control unit
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Hop boiling

End of hop cooking

Preparation

When the boiling time has expired, a signal tone is emitted again to indicate the end of the brewing process. This is confirmed with Okay. The
heating is switched off.

General information

= 330 g
3 % × 30 %

Technical data

15 BE × 200 litres × 10
Grams of hops =

61

Safety

60

Control unit

Hop addition during the hop boiling process

Formula for the hop quantity

Brewing

Bitter units (BE) × litres of beer × 10
Hop quantity in grams =

Der Brauvorgang ist beendet

Example

6.7 Cooling down

200 l of wheat beer with a bitterness content of 15 BE are to be brewed.
The available hops have an alpha acid content of 3 %. This results in the
following hop quantity, which is added at the beginning of the boiling
process. The hops added shortly before the end of the boil are not included in this calculation, as no significant quantities of bittering agents are
released into the wort during this short period.

From now on, you must work in an absolutely sterile manner, as contamination by airborne microorganisms or unclean equipment can ruin the
success of your work in all further work steps. All equipment used from
now on must be thoroughly cleaned or disinfected. Observe the instructions in chapter „8.1 Cleaning“. With a solenoid valve, available separately, you can also use the „auto-cooling“ function, with which the solenoid
valve is connected to the double jacket and the cooling is open until the
specified set temperature is reached.

Appendix

With a total cooking time of 80-90 minutes, a bitter substance utilization
of 30 % can be assumed.

Maintenance

Notes

% alpha acid × % bittering agent utilisation

The trub slowly settles in the center of the bottom during cooling and remains at the bottom of the vessel when the clear wort is drained. Stirring
or moving the cooled wort should be avoided at all costs, as otherwise
the settled trub will stir up again and flow into the fermentation vessel
with it. Caution: At the beginning, almost boiling water flows at the outlet of the double jacket (risk of scalding), which can be reused for later
cleaning work. It is particularly important to cool down quickly between
40°C and 20°C, where the wort is especially susceptible with regard to
infection. When the wort has cooled down to 20°C, pump the wort into
a suitable fermentation barrel. Before this, however, remove approx.
4-8 % wort (8-16 l at 200l, bottom-fermented beer approx. 4 %, top-fermented beer up to 8 %) into a sealable vessel and then store it in a cool
place. This later serves as an addition to the fermented beer to achieve
secondary fermentation and sufficient carbonation in the filled bottles or
barrels.

Move the Braumeister to the cleaning
position by folding down the rear bracket or turning the cable winch downward, thereby tilting the Braumeister.
Connect the hose to a wastewater pipe
and position the taps according to the
adjacent sketch. Now you can clean
the Braumeister from above with a
suitable brush and water. Pump the
dirty water into the sewer using the
pump (in manual mode).

General information
Technical data
Safety
Preparation

The fermentation barrel or fermentation vessel should be significantly
larger than the amount of wort in order to have enough fermentation
space and thus avoid overflowing of the fermentation foam. The remainder and the trub on the bottom of the Braumeister can be poured away.
Please clean the Braumeister, which is now no longer needed, as quickly
as possible to prevent it from drying out, which makes the cleaning
process much easier.

Control unit

With the speed regulator you can pump off at high power at the beginning and slow down later. This way, little trub is drawn off.

Brewing

The rotation also achieves an optimized cooling process. Here, a cooling
time of approx. 50 min / 120min from
100°C to approx. 25°C (when using ice
water) is achieved. Beginning with the Braumeister 500 l, we recommend
pre-cooling from 100°C to approx. 60°C in the Braumeister with the
double jacket and cooling to fermentation temperature using a suitable
plate cooler.

Notes

Caution: Pump does not switch on
again until 88°C.

Use a suitable and clean hose for
filling. The hose connection and the
tap position are shown in the adjacent
sketch (Attention: The wort starts to
flow off directly when the tap is open
and there is a gradient!) Now you can
switch on the pump in manual mode
(to change to manual mode, press the
first and second button from the left
simultaneously) and pump off the wort
conveniently.

Maintenance

After connecting the cooling jacket to a cold water source (cold tap
water), we recommend hot trub precipitation via „whirlpool effect“, which
promotes the sinking of trub substances present in the wort, thus clarifying the wort.
To do this, connect the hose and position the taps according to the adjacent
sketch. By using a low pump speed (6
- 8 upwards), you will achieve uniform
rotation of the wort in the kettle.
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Again, keep in mind that you should work absolutely sterile to avoid infection of the beer with foreign organisms. Never close the keg completely, so that the CO2 produced by fermentation can escape.
Place the keg in a darkened room that has the necessary temperature for the yeast. Fermentation of bottom-fermented beer can be done
in a refrigerator that is not too cold, while top-fermented beer can be
fermented at room temperature. For beginners, therefore, it is suitable
to start with top-fermented beers, since certainly not everyone has an
additional refrigerator available. Maintaining the temperature is particularly important. Temperatures that are too low cause the yeast cells to
become active only slowly or not at all.

General information
Preparation

Safety

For this purpose, the following preparations must be made beforehand:
Prepare maturing tanks / bottles and bring
cooled wort to room temperature. The
best option available to you is secondary
fermentation in bottles - which is also
preferred by most hobby brewers.

Control unit
Brewing

During secondary fermentation or maturation, all sugars remaining from
the main fermentation process and added sugars are fermented – causing the green beer to build up carbon dioxide, which is of significance
for subsequent formation of foam, foam
stability and freshness. The beer also matures to perfection as regards taste, and a
natural clarity is achieved as well. As soon
as fermentation is complete (no escaping
of fermentation gases), the beer can be
decanted.

Notes

Top-fermenting yeast needs
15-23 °C for the fermentation
process, whereas bottom-ferThe stainless steel
menting yeast is active at 4-12 °C.
fermentation tank 625 liters
Thus, the addition of yeast also
depends on the recipe and the type
of beer desired. Top-fermented beer
styles are Ale, Kölsch and Wheat beer. Bottom-fermented beers are e.g.
Lager and Pilsner. The alcoholic fermentation of the beer is set in
motion by the activity of the brewer’s yeast organisms, during which the
fermentable sugar is converted into alcohol and carbonic acid. After the
yeast is added, the vessel is immediately closed with a lid and a airlock.
Sulphurous acid or disinfection broth (not to be confused with sulphuric
acid!) should be filled into the airlock to prevent foreign organisms from
entering the barrel.

6.9 Maturing

Stainless steel pressure tank 1.2B 625 liters

Other options include various pressure-resistant containers such as special 5-liter cans or proper beer and pressure
kegs. Even at this stage, sterile work is still important.
All equipment must therefore be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected
before use. When using swing-top bottles, the following procedure for
bottle sterilization is recommended: Rinse and clean bottles thoroughly
with warm water and disinfect them with a suitable disinfectant for food
articles. This preparation should take place during the fermentation

Maintenance

After the cooled wort has been filled
into a fermenting barrel (PE barrels
with drain tap and stainless steel
fermentation tanks can be found in
our online shop), the yeast is added
to the wort. For this purpose, dry yeast is recommended, which is simply
added to the barrel. In this phase it is
decided whether you want to prepare
bottom- or top-fermented beer.

If the temperature is too high, the yeast cells may die. Fermentation should
be active 6-12 hours after the yeast is added, which can be easily determined by the escaping gas bubbles through the fermentation bung. The fermentation period is 2-4 days. During the fermentation process, dark yeast
spots may appear on the fermentation foam, which are skimmed off with
a sterile wooden spoon. If you draw off wort via the drainage tap during
the main fermentation (e.g. for measurements with the beer spindle), the
tap must be cleaned immediately afterwards and, if necessary, disinfected
with a cotton swab and sulfurous acid to prevent drying and subsequent
infection by adhering bacteria during bottling.

Appendix

6.8 Main fermentation
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Technical data
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process or even earlier, so that you are not unnecessarily hectic on the
day of filling.
The thawed wort is now carefully added to the young beer in the fermentation tank 1-2 hours before bottling. This allows stirred-up trub
substances to settle again. A
hose is used for filling, which
is plugged onto the outlet tap
and reaches down to the bottom of the bottle. This avoids
excessive foaming and not
too much carbon dioxide is
lost.
The bottles are filled to 9095 % (fermentation room)
and immediately sealed.
Beispiel für Flaschen für die Reifung
Again, make sure that the sediment
in the fermentation barrel is not stirred up and bottled with it. After bottling, the beer is stored for another 1-2 days at the same temperature as
during the main fermentation. After that, storage takes place at temperatures as cool as possible.
Important: During secondary fermentation, it is essential to check the
bottles for overpressure after approx. 12 hours and then again in the
first 2-3 days. If necessary vent them briefly once to avoid overpressure
caused by CO2. Store the bottles upright so that trub particles can settle
at the bottom.
This type of beer production is a naturally cloudy beer. A nutritious beer
was always naturally cloudy in the past and is still preferable today
because it contains the valuable B vitamins bound to the yeast cells. The
first tasting can be done after a storage period of 2-4 weeks. A slightly
longer storage will result in an even more mature taste. Your homebrewed beer is now ready and you can serve it chilled and enjoy it with your
friends! Cheers!
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Always remove the plug from the socket before carrying out
any work on the appliance!

Wear gloves or potholders!

Attention / Warning!

Attention, electrical voltage!

Attention, hot surface! Danger of burns!

Do not hose down electrical parts!

No access for unauthorised persons

General information
Technical data
Safety

Follow the instruction manual!

Preparation

VISUAL SYMBOLS

At certain points in the brewing process, the Braumeister
PLUS emits a signal tone at certain times. This signal tone
is intended to inform you that the next step in the process is
about to be taken (follow the corresponding instructions on
the display).

Control unit

7.1 Symbols

Brewing

ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

Notes

7. Notes
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Maintenance
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No alcohol during pregnancy

The product must not be disposed of as household waste.

Appendix

General prohibition sign

BREWING MISTAKES
Brewing problem

Troubleshooting

Alcohol content too high

Reduce original gravity by adding water
during hop boiling.

Wort fontains shoot up
when circulating

Malt is too finely ground. Grind the malt
yourself if necessary

Alcohol content too low

Increase original gravity by boiling for
longer (water evaporates).

Pump clogged

Insert the fine screen / filter cloth and
screen plate more thoroughly. Pour the
malt more carefully into the malt pipe. The
malt must not fall into the boiler!

Foreign smells
of all kinds

Work with greater cleanliness. Avoid contact with mould and non-precious metals.
Avoid exposing the beer to light during
storage.

The pump seal is too strong tightened
(hand tight is sufficient) or not properly
vented. Clean if necessary.

Fermentation does
not start

Add more yeast. “Activate” yeast. Check
fermentation temperature. Aerate
wort by stirring.

Temperature start-up
time is very long

Put the lid on during heating. Place the
Braumeister sheltered from the wind.

Beer has cloudiness

Store beer longer. Post-ferment colder. No
precipitation with bottling.

Condensation water
leaks out of the lid

Set up Braumeister horizontally.
Carbon dioxide too low

Circulation process
does not get going

Check that the pump is working and
that it is vented. Check that the malt pipe
and seal with gasket are evenly
distributed.

Too much carbon dioxide is lost during
filling or tubing. Freeze more wort and add
before filling.
Too much pressure – deaerate flip-top
bottle more often. Bottling too early –
fermentation was not yet finished. Wort
addition before bottling is too high.

Wort flows off too slowly
or not at all during lautering

Prick several times with a wooden spoon
from the top to the lower sieve plate.
Malt is too finely ground. Only break up the
grains, not grind them finely.

Pump makes noise

Carbon dioxide too high –
beer froths over

General information
Technical data

Bacteria have settled down: Pouring beer
away. Work more thoroughly in cold areas.
Brewing times may be too short, resulting
in too many starch residues in the beer.
The sparge water is too hot (> 80 °C).

Safety

Beer smells
and tastes sour

Preparation

Troubleshooting

Control unit

Beer mistakes

Brewing

Do not repair the appliance yourself, but consult an authorised technician. To avoid any hazards, a defective control unit / mains cable or other
electrical components may only be replaced or repaired by the manufacturer, our customer service or a similarly qualified person.

Notes

BEER MISTAKES

Maintenance

7.2 Troubleshooting
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BEER MISTAKES
Beer mistakes

Troubleshooting

Poor foam retention

Too little carbon dioxide. Shorten protein
rest. Mash in at a higher temperature.
Remove hot trub better. Ferment at lower
temperatures.

Yield too low

Stir in malt better, malt quantity too high,
an increase of the malt quantity above the
indicated optimal quantities leads
to strong pressing of the malt and to a
worse washing out.
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8. Maintenance

During the recirculation process, ensure to open and close all valves
several times. This will assure that all valves are being cleaned. This
includes also all valves on the pump.

8.1 Cleaning
After you have carried out this
process for approx. 15-20 min,
empty the container of the lye and
rinse again several times with fresh
water analogous to the previous
process. Make sure that no more lye
residues remain in the container.

It is best to move the Braumeister
to the cleaning position immediately
after the brewing process (see picture)
and pump out all the trub diluted with
water. Observe the correct tap position
for this.

Finally, open all taps including the
taps on the pump to allow all water
to escape and the parts to dry (if
necessary, close and open the tap
several times).

Now use a brush and water hose to
remove the brewing residues from
the inside of the tank and the heating
coils. Keep pumping out the contaminated water. Also pump fresh water
into the kettle through the inlet port
to flush this line and the faucet as well. Cleaning also includes the outlet
and inlet ports.

From time to time, also remove the
hoses in the lower area and clean
them with a brush.

The malt pipe and screen plates can be easily cleaned outside.
When cleaning the outside of the Braumeister, use only a damp cloth. Do
not spray the Braumeister with a water hose. Avoid getting water into
the electrical components. When cleaning the outside of the Braumeister,
disconnect the power plug beforehand.
Of course, the best cleaning results can be achieved with a high-pressure cleaner. The manhole in the front of the Braumeister 1,000 l boiler
can be removed to provide better access to the interior for maintenance,
cleaning, and inspection work.
Our special cleaning set (Art. No.
78027) is recommended as an
accessory for cleaning.
After the Braumeister is visually clean, it is filled with water a few centimeters above the heating coils for disinfection and the water is heated
to approx. 30°C. During this process, the water is recirculated. Add some
Halapur (lye cleaner - see accessories below). Ensure to clean all hoses
and valves and connect the hose to the vessels valve to the „whirlpool“.
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8.2 Maintenance and services

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING BM 500 LITERS AND 1,000 LITERS

If your device is defective, have it repaired by one of our approved repair
services. With the return form you can return the device to us. You can
find the form at:

Component

Hoisting
equipment

Prior to any
brewing process

Every 12 months/
20 brewing
processes

Visual inspection
for damage

According to hoisting equipment
instructions

Every24 months/
40 brewing
processes

Technical data

With regular cleaning and care, the Braumeister has a long service life.
Updates can be downloaded and installed automatically.
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General information
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www.speidels-braumeister.de/en/service/downloads.html

Visual inspection
for damage

Every24 months/
40 brewing
processes

Lubrication according to separate
instructions

Replacement

Hoses
(Item No.: 77337)

Replacement

Replacement

Maintenance

Replacement

Safety

Replacement

Filter cloth
(Item No.: 77350)

Cable winch
(Item No.: 64272)

Malt pipe seal
(Item No.: 77362)

Filter cloth
(Item No.: 77350)

Malt pipe seal
(Item No.: 77381)

Preparation

Every 12 months/
20 brewing
processes

Replacement

Control unit

Lifting rope
(Item No.: 63212)

Prior to any
brewing process

Hoses
(Item No.: 77337)

Replacement

Appendix

Component

Lubrication according to separate
instructions

Brewing

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING BM 200 LITERS

Geared winch for
tilted position
(Item No.: 78030)

Notes

Please also observe the following maintenance and servicing instructions and their recommended intervals.
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Appendix
A Legal aspects of home brewing
The following applies to brewing in Germany:
Hobby brewers who prepare beer in their household for their own
consumption may produce up to 200 l of beer per year tax-free. This
beer may not be sold. The hobby brewer must notify the relevant main
customs office before the first brewing process. This is laid down in the
Regulation implementing the Beer Tax Act (BierStV):
If more than 200 l of beer is brewed, the beer is taxable. This must also
be reported to the main customs office and the brewing quantities must
be declared and taxed. For more detailed information, please contact
your customs office.
For own consumption or for own dispensing or direct sales, 500 hl
(50,000 l) per year may be brewed without a completed training as a
brewmaster. Quantities in excess of this require training as a master
brewer.
The serving of beer requires a liquor license. However, this is independent of the above regulations.
We cannot guarantee the completeness and correctness of the above
laws and regulations. For the exact rules and regulations in your country,
please contact your local main customs office.
You can find the customs office responsible for you at www.zoll.de.
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Transmission of a copy of proof of purchase is a prerequisite for guarantee claims against us or one of our dealers. For verification of the
guarantee refer to the note on handling a guarantee below.
For quick processing of guarantee claims, please inform us immediately in writing upon noticing defects, and include a fault description and
photos where applicable.
No guarantee is given for defects due to non-adherence to the operating
instructions, improper treatment or normal wear and tear of the device.
Guarantee claims are also excluded in terms of brittle components or
expendables such as seals or similar. Finally, guarantee claims are excluded where work is performed on the device by nonauthorised parties.

Please download our return form at
www.speidels-braumeister.de/de/service/downloads.html.
After reviewing your defect report, we will contact you as soon as
possible to coordinate contact you as soon as possible to coordinate the
further procedure. Please please do not send us your device without
postage.

General information
Technical data

Statutory guarantee conditions apply. The guarantee period for users is
reduced to the regulations applicable to commercial customers to the
extent that they are making use of a device suitable for commercial use,
including in part.

Safety

Conditions

Please provide us with your complete address and contact details.
Furthermore, we need the type designation of the device under
complaint, a short description of the fault with photos if necessary, the
date of purchase (copy of the invoice) and the dealer from whom you
purchased the new device. you purchased the new device.

Preparation

B Warranty conditions, handling
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Control unit
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Notes
Maintenance

Email: verkauf@speidel-behaelter.de
Or fax to: 0049 7473 9462 99

Appendix

Should your device display any defects within the guarantee period, please inform us of your guarantee claim. The fastest and most convenient
option is to return the device or the notice of defect to the dealer / agent
responsible or directly to us:

Brewing

Handling

LANGUAGES

de Sollte die beiliegende Gebrauchsanleitung nicht in der für Sie
passenden Sprache vorliegen, kontaktieren Sie diesbezüglich
bitte Ihren zuständigen Händler.

hu Ha a mellékelt használati utasítás nem érhető el az Ön számára
megfelelő nyelven, forduljon a helyi kereskedőhöz.
nl

en If the enclosed instruction manual is not available in the language you require, please contact your local dealer.

Neem contact op met uw plaatselijke dealer als de bijgevoegde
gebruiksaanwijzing niet beschikbaar is in de taal die bij u past.

ro Dacă instrucțiunile de utilizare anexate nu sunt disponibile în limba care

Se o manual de instruções anexo não estiver disponível na língua
desejada, por favor contacte o seu distribuidor local.

pl

Jeśli załączona instrukcja obsługi nie jest dostępna w wymaganym języku, należy skontaktować się z lokalnym sprzedawcą.

sk Ak nie je priložený návod na použitie k dispozícii v jazyku, ktorý
vám vyhovuje, kontaktujte miestneho predajcu.
si

no Hvis den vedlagte bruksanvisningen ikke er tilgjengelig på det
språket som passer deg, kan du kontakte din lokale forhandler.

bg Ако приложените инструкции за употреба не са достъпни на

подходящия за вас език, моля свържете се с местния дилър.

rs
fi

Če priložena navodila za uporabo niso na voljo v jeziku, ki vam
ustreza, se obrnite na lokalnega prodajalca.

Ако приложена упутства за употребу нису она за вас
Ако је доступан одговарајући језик, обратите се локалном продавцу.

Jos mukana olevia käyttöohjeita ei ole saatavana sinulle sopivalla kielellä, ota yhteyttä paikalliseen jälleenmyyjään.

ba Ako priloženi upute za uporabu nisu upute za vas
se Om de bifogade bruksanvisningarna inte finns tillgängliga på det
språk som passar dig, kontakta din lokala återförsäljare.

Ako je dostupan odgovarajući jezik, obratite se lokalnom prodavaču.

Safety
Preparation

pt

ru Если прилагаемая инструкция по эксплуатации недоступна
на требуемом языке, обратитесь к местному дилеру.

Control unit

es Si el manual de instrucciones adjunto no está disponible en el
idioma deseado, póngase en contacto con su distribuidor local.

vi se potrivește, vă rugăm să contactați distribuitorul local.

Brewing

Si le manuel d‘instructions ci-joint n‘est pas disponible dans la
langue souhaitée, veuillez contacter votre revendeur local.

Notes

fr

General information

C LANGUAGES

83

Technical data

82

tr
it

Se il manuale di istruzioni allegato non è disponibile nella lingua
desiderata, si prega di contattare il rivenditore locale.

gr

Εάν οι συνημμένες οδηγίες χρήσης δεν είναι αυτές για εσάς

kr 동봉 된 사용 설명서가 귀하를위한 것이 아닌 경우
해당 언어를 사용할 수있는 경우 현지 대리점에 문의하십시오.

Εάν υπάρχει η κατάλληλη γλώσσα, επικοινωνήστε με τον τοπικό σας αντιπρόσωπο.

ja

同封の取扱説明書が必要な言語で利用できない場合は、最寄りの
販売店にお問い合わせください。

Ekteki kullanım talimatları sizin için uygun değilse
Uygun dil mevcutsa, lütfen yerel bayinizle iletişime geçin.

th

หากคำ�แนะนำ�ในการใช้งานที่แนบมาไม่ใช่คำ�แนะนำ�สำ�หรับคุณ
หากมีภาษาที่เหมาะสมโปรดติดต่อตัวแทนจำ�หน่ายในพื้นที่ของคุณ

vn Nếu hướng dẫn sử dụng kèm theo không phải là hướng dẫn dành
cho bạn Nếu có ngôn ngữ thích hợp, vui lòng liên hệ với đại lý địa
phương của bạn.

Appendix

Pokud je k dispozici příslušný jazyk, obraťte se na místního prodejce.

Maintenance

cz Pokud přiložený návod k použití není pro vás ten, který je přiložen
dk Hvis de vedlagte brugsanvisninger ikke er tilgængelige på det
sprog, der passer til dig, skal du kontakte din lokale forhandler.

TANKS MADE WITH PASSION
Speidel Tank- und Behälterbau GmbH
Krummenstraße 2
72131 Ofterdingen
Telephone +49(0)7473 9462-0
Fax
+49(0)7473 9462-99
verkauf@speidel-behaelter.de

www.speidels-braumeister.de
Prices and technical design of the products are subject to change.

